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Everyday Computing with Windows 8.1Apress, 2014

	Get the most out of Windows 8.1 for your every day computing tasks, with no jargon. Clear, concise and to the point. This brief book, Everyday Computing With Windows 8.1 provides the essentials of using a desktop or laptop running Windows 8 or 8.1, providing a fast read for the...
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Vitreoretinal SurgerySpringer, 2007

	This lavishly illustrated book covers the most common diseases, exploring appropriate approaches to a range of vitreoretinal problems. All common vitreoretinal procedures are explained step by step with diagrams and color photos. Finally, the book provides a basic electronic patient record system, which corresponds to the subject...
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Adobe Creative Suite 5 Web Premium How-Tos: 100 Essential TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	Adobe Creative Suite CS5 Web Premium How-Tos: Essential Techniques is a concise, economical, current, and informed guide to the key techniques for creating inviting and accessible Web sites using Adobe Creative Suite CS5. Readers choose the How-Tos guide when they want immediate access to just what they need to know to get results. This book...
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Digital Photography SimplifiedVisual, 2011

	Go from digital photography set up to print out with this easy-to-understand visual resource


	Digital photography makes taking pictures easier, but learning the tools to develop and manipulate those pictures can be a bit overwhelming. This full-color guide demystifies the latest digital camera models and their features and...
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Keys to the Kingdom: Impressioning, Privilege Escalation, Bumping, and Other Key-Based Attacks Against Physical LocksSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Lockpicking has become a popular topic with many in the security community. While many have chosen to learn the fine art of opening locks without keys, few people explore the fascinating methods of attack that are possible WITH keys. Keys to the Kingdom addresses the topics of impressioning, master key escalation, skeleton keys, and...
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Hacking Web Apps: Detecting and Preventing Web Application Security ProblemsSyngress Publishing, 2012

	How can an information security professional keep up with all of the hacks, attacks, and exploits on the Web? One way is to read Hacking Web Apps. The content for this book has been selected by author Mike Shema to make sure that we are covering the most vicious attacks out there. Not only does Mike let you in on the anatomy of these...
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Digital Photography Bible (Desktop Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
If a digital camera can do it, you can do it, too...
   Good photography is more art than science. You need to know not only the hardware and software, but also how to compose a photo, edit and improve the images you get, and take pictures that achieve your objectives. From choosing a digital camera to taking shots that tell a...
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Digital Shoebox: How to Organize, Find, and Share Your Photos, ThePeachpit Press, 2009

	Most people are awash in digital photos—some taken, some received—stuffed here and there in random folders and albums across a hard drive. In The Digital Shoebox, Sarah Bay Williams, creator of the image archiving system used by the Academy Awards®, shares her foolproof method for effectively organizing, finding, and...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows 8.1Visual, 2013

	A practical guide for visual learners eager to get started with Windows 8.1


	If you learn more quickly when you can see how things are done, this Visual guide is the easiest way to get up and running on Windows 8.1. It covers more than 150 essential Windows tasks, using full-color screen shots and step-by-step instructions to...
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Absolute Beginners Guide to ComputingApress, 2016

	
		Learn and understand how you can perform a wide range of tasks on your new Windows computer, including managing files, browsing the internet, and protecting yourself, as well as interacting with Cortana.

	
		Using Absolute Beginners Guide to Computing you will see how to use Windows, and how you can connect and...
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Photoshop Elements 4 for Windows: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Need to learn Photoshop Elements 4 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!

This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with Adobe's popular consumer image editing software in no time. In this completely updated...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 10: Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2011

	Master the most powerful photo editing tools and techniques that Elements has to offer! Using step-by-step projects, Mark Galer will have you creating stunning images in no time at all. Whether you want to create impressive, seamless montages, optimize your photos for perfect print quality, or simply enhance your images for maximum impact,...
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